Falcon
The Falcon
longbow has a
quick responsive
feel that makes it
the perfect hunting
companion. Crafted
from a variety of
domestic and exotic
hardwoods and
accented with a
hand stitched
leather grip, the
Falcon like its
namesake, is both
beautiful and
deadly. The Falcon
is a reflex/deflex
design available in
62”, 64", and 66”
lengths with the
smooth forgiving
qualities present in
all TimberHawk
bows. Fastflite
string and bowsock
included.
Price: $699.00
(Takedown version
available $849.00).

Unsurpassed
Beauty...
Mission Statement

1 Corinthians 10:31 says do everything as if for
the Lord. I will strive to do that with every bow I
build. Isaiah 55:11 says that Gods Word always
accomplishes its intended work. Each
TimberHawk bow has a scripture reference
written on it. It is my prayer this seed will lead
someone to the Savior.

Takedown
Version
Contact

Bowyer: Scott Mitchell
7895 St. Rd. 446, Bloomington, IN 47401
phone: 812-837-9340
www.timberhawkbows.com
email: scott@timberhawkbows.com
John 3:16

... and Performance

Talon Premier

Standard

XT

XTS

The Hunter is a no nonsense hunting bow
with all the quality, care and attention to detail
that are hallmarks of a TimberHawk bow. The
Hunter is a smooth, stable and reliable bow
that will please any archer. The riser is exotic
African Shedua or Bubinga and the limbs are
laminated actionwood with black or brown
Gordon glass. Included are a Fastflite string
bowstringer, and fleece bowsock.
Lengths 56" through 64" weights to 70#.
Price: $649.00

A custom bow should be something unique
and personal. The Talon Premier is everything
the most discriminating archer could want to
create that unique personal custom bow.
The bold flared wedge three piece riser can be
crafted from an extensive list of both domestic
and exotic hardwoods along with contrasting
back overlays for a classic touch.
Limbs are laminated with clear Gordon glass
over a wide choice of hardwoods and exotic
veneers. A Fastflite string, bowstringer and
protective sock complete this package.
Lengths 56" through 64" and weights to 70#.
Price: $979.00

19" Riser
$399.00

$599.00

$689.00

Strike
17" Riser

15" Riser

Talon Hunter

Success in the field often depends on the
ability to Strike quickly, to Strike with pinpoint
accuracy and, to Strike from any position you
may find yourself in. At 54" or 60" this compact
hunting bow delivers the speed
maneuverability, and most of all the
smoothness and accuracy demanded by
serious bowhunters. All models feature a
choice of riser materials and black or brown
glass and actionwood laminated limbs.
Fastflite string, bowstringer and bowsock
included. Clear glass and choice of limb cores
and veneers on any model add $150.

